
We have a commitment to make sure our products 
meet the highest quality standards.

With custom SDA blend capabilities, we can create 
and register any approved formula.

Because we closely follow GMP standards, our 
facility is always above board and tour-ready.

We work closely with our customers to provide 
ongoing collaboration and support.

What Makes SME Different
QUALITY

CUSTOMIZATION

CLEANLINESS

PARTNERSHIP

660.542.6493 smealcohol.com

smealcohol.com

SME ALCOHOL
SME provides alcohol of the highest quality, delivered on time, and supported by an experienced team that responds quickly to 

customer needs. SME is kosher-certified operating under an ISO 9001:2015 certified quality management system.

Distilled Products
Our alcohol is distilled through a state-of-the-art system 

that combines new equipment with advanced technology.

smealcohol.com/distilled

Grain Products
Our grain products include DDGS & MWDGS, 

DCO, and ethanol fuel.

smealcohol.com/grain

70+ million bushels of 
locally sourced grain 
is used to create our 
renewable products.

Our state-of-the-art 
system can produce over 
20 million gallons of grain 
neutral spirits.

The conversion of grain to 
alcohol results in 
160,000 tons of animal 
feed annually.



DISTILLED PRODUCTS

Our 200 proof grain neutral spirits are 
100% pure alcohol.

Our 190 proof grain neutral spirits are 95% 
pure alcohol and 5% water.

While our grain neutral spirits can be produced to any proof, all are tested with top-of-the-line equipment and 
certified to meet the highest quality standards.

Our denatured product varieties include completely denatured alcohol, specially denatured alcohol, and 
industrial solvents.

Grain Neutral Spirits

Denatured Products

200 PROOF GNS

Our Specially Denatured Alcohol (SDA) is most 
commonly used in cosmetic products, chemical 
manufacturing, pharmaceuticals, and solvents.
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Completely Denatured Alcohol (CDA) is often used 
for industrial purposes, biofuels, paints, antifreeze, 
and cleaning products.
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Industrial solvent is denatured alcohol 
designed for use in inks, detergents, 
coatings, resins, and dyes. 

INDUSTRIAL SOLVENTS 200 PROOF REAGENT

200 PROOF SIS

190 PROOF GNS

smealcohol.com


